
5th   Grade   AMI   for   week   of   May   4-8   --   AMI   Days   31-35  

Read   the   following   excerpt   from:   
Looking   For   Ways   To   Keep   The   Kids   Busy?   Try   Gardening!  
by    Shawn   Weeks   |   Posted   In:    Home   and   Garde n  

You   can   read   the   full   article   at    https://www.farmersalmanac.com/gardening-with-kids-12176  

Easy   Ways   To   Get   Started  
If   you   don’t   already   have   a   garden,   it’s   easy   to   start   a   small   one.   Dig   a   small   patch   for   a  
dozen   or   so   bush   beans   and   a   couple   of   cucumber   plants   and   tomatoes.   Beans   are   one   of  
the   easiest   things   to   grow,   even   for   kids,   and   they   grow   quickly,   so   there’s   an   almost  
immediate   reward,   which   is   important   for   keeping   first-time   growers   excited.  

If   you   prefer,   your   garden   can   be   a   sizable   one   that   will   supply   food   for   the   table   every  
couple   of   days.   Either   way,   this   can   be   a   very   rewarding   project   for   you   and   your   children   or  
grandchildren,   in   many   ways.   They   will   learn   that   food   doesn’t   have   to   come   from   the   store,  
but   can   come   from   their   own   hard   work.  

Kids   Grow   Their   Own   Food  
Once   kids   see   the   plants   growing,   and   the   flowers   turn   to   food,   they   will   become   motivated  
to   take   on   more   responsibility   in   the   garden.   Mulching   and   weeding   will   seem   more  
important   to   them.   They   will   develop   an   understanding   of   the   relationship   between   the    sun ,  
the    soil ,   and   their   local    climate.    They   will   also   be   able   to   claim   bragging   rights   about   their  
garden   to   relatives,   teachers,   and   friends.  

Growing   a   garden   will   instill   in   your   children   so   many   positive   traits.   It   will   also   give   them  
fantastic   memories   of   you   when   they   are   older.  

Most   kids   are   naturally   curious   and   enjoy   feeling   helpful.   Gardening   is   a   great   way   to   tap  
into,   and   strengthen,   those   qualities.  

From   Sofa   To   Soil  
If   you   need   a   little   help   coaxing   your   kids   off   of   the   couch   and   into   the   garden,   though,   here  
are   a   few   tips   to   make   the   experience   more   exciting:  

● Look   through   gardening   catalogs   with   them.   Let   them   pick   out   what   they   like   to   eat.  
● Let   them   plan   and   prepare   meals   with   their   crops   using   their   favorite   recipes.  
● Start   with   easy,   quick   growers   like   green   beans   and   sunflowers.  
● Start   out   with   container   gardening.   This   way   they   have   their   own   plants   and   will   feel   a  

greater   sense   of   ownership.   
● Additional   information   about   kids   gardening   can   be   found   at    https://kidsgardening.org/  

https://www.farmersalmanac.com/category/home-garden
https://www.farmersalmanac.com/gardening-with-kids-12176
https://kidsgardening.org/
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 Language   Arts  Math  Social   Studies  Science  

Day   31  In   the   above  
article,   the   author  
is   writing   with  
which   audience  
in   mind?    Explain  
in   a   short  
paragraph   how  
you   know.   What  
point   of   view   is  
he   using:   first  
person,   second  
person,   or   third  
person   and  
explain   how   you  
know.  

Your   garden   is   5  
¼   x   4   ½   units.  
Your   friends  
garden   is   3   ½   x   6  
⅓   units.   Find   the  
area   of   each  
garden.  
Remember   to  
make   the   mixed  
number   into   an  
improper   fraction.  
(WxD+N   over   the  
D)   Who's   garden  
is   larger   and   how  
much   larger?  

Recall   our  
studies   over   the  
Native   Americans  
and   Colonial  
America.   A  
majority   of   these  
groups   settled  
near    rivers .   Why  
do   you   think  
these   early  
people   chose   to  
build   settlements  
near   water?   (Try  
to   list   five  
reasons)  

Take   at   least  
three   of   the  
seeds   that   you  
found   last   week  
on   the   nature  
scavenger   hunt  
and   plant   them.  
You   can   ask   a  
family   member  
for   help.    You   can  
use   soil   from  
outside   and   put  
them   in   a  
container   or   you  
can   just   plant  
them   outside.  
Use   anything   that  
is   available   to  
you   at   your  
home.   

Day   32  The   article  
suggests   which   3  
vegetables/fruits  
to   begin   with?  
Why   does   the  
article   suggest   to  
start   with   these?  
What   are   3   food  
items   you   would  
like   to   grow   in  
your   garden   and  
why?   Restate  
and   use  
complete  
sentences.  

You   grew   60  
carrots.   A   rabbit  
ate   ⅔   of   your  
carrots.   How  
many   carrots   did  
the   rabbit   eat?   
 
How   many  
carrots   do   you  
have   left?   Put  
your   answer   in  
simplest   form.   

Talk   to   a  
parent/older  
sibling/or   phone  
a   friend/neighbor  
and   find   out   what  
major   water  
sources    we   have  
available   in   our  
state   that   help  
make   the   land  
good   for  
gardening.   (Make  
a   list   of   the  
information   you  
collect)   

  Make   a   chart,  
keep   a   record   of  
what   you   planted  
and   how   you   are  
caring   for   each  
plant.   
Record   daily  
observations   for  
a   period   of   one   to  
two   weeks.   
 

Day   33  Visit   with   a  
gardener   that   you  
know   by   phone   or  
in   person   if   safe   to  
do   so.    Ask   them  
about   their  
experiences  
gardening,   such  
as   successes   and  
why   they   feel  

You   plant   2   rows  
of   potatoes,   3  
rows   of   green  
beans,   3   rows   of  
tomatoes,   2   rows  
of   cantaloupe,  
and   5   rows   of  
watermelons.   
 

We   have   studied  
several   groups   of  
people.   We   know  
some   of   these  
groups   struggled  
to   grow   gardens  
due   to   the   area   in  
which   they   lived.   
 

Record   daily  
observations   for  
a   period   of   one   to  
two   weeks.   
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these   were  
successes;  
failures   and   why  
they   felt   these  
were   failures;  
what   is   their  
favorite   part   of  
gardening;   what  
got   them   started  
gardening;what  
has   been   the  
easiest   to   grow  
and   most  
difficult...are   just   a  
few   questions   you  
might   ask...let  
them   add   anything  
else   they   feel   you  
may   need   to  
know.    Be   sure   to  
record   your  
questions   asked  
along   with   their  
answers,   as   well  
as,   who   you  
interviewed   and  
how   you   know   this  
person.  

What   fraction   of  
your   garden   is  
each   one?   What  
fraction   of   your  
garden   are  
vegetables?  
What   fraction   of  
your   garden   are  
fruits?  

How   can   the   type  
of    land   and   soil  
you   live   on   affect  
a   garden?   
 
How   can    climate  
affect   a   garden?  
 
 
 
Use   may   talk   with  
a  
parent/sibling/nei 
ghbor   or   friend   to  
help   you   answer  
this   question   if  
needed.   Or   use  
google   if   you  
have   access   to  
the   internet.  

Day   34  Using   your  
interview  
information   from  
Day   33,   write   a  
short   one   page  
news/magazine  
article   about   your  
interview.  
Include   at   the  
end,   any   plans  
you   may   have   for  
growing   your   own  
personal   garden,  
and   if   your  
interview   had   any  
influence   on   what  
you   should   grow.  

To   water   your  
garden   you   need  
15   gallons   of  
water.   You   water  
it   every   other   day  
for   5   weeks.   How  
many   gallons   of  
water   do   you  
use?   
 
If   it   costs   $0.17  
per   gallon,   how  
much   would   it  
cost   to   water  
your   garden   each  
time?   Each  
week?   The   entire  
5   weeks?   

Use   the  
information   you  
found   on   Days  
31-33   to   help   you  
decide   if   where  
you   live   would   be  
good   for  
gardening.   Then  
explain   to   me  
why   or   why   not  
your   home   is  
good   for  
gardening.   Must  
be   a   3-5  
sentence  
paragraph.  

Record   daily  
observations   for  
a   period   of   one   to  
two   weeks.   
 
 

Day   35  Now   illustrate   the  
news/magazine  
article   that   you  

If   there   were   200  
million   bushels   of  
rice   harvested  

Did   you   know  
Arkansas   is   the  
#1   rice   producer  

Record   daily  
observations   for  
a   period   of   one   to  
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wrote   for   Day  
34...if   possible  
include   a   picture  
of   the   person   and  
some   kind   of  
gardening   scene.  
These   can   be  
actual  
photographs   or  
drawn   by   you.  

from   2,752   farms,  
and   each   farm  
had   an   equal  
amount,   how  
many   bushels   did  
each   farm  
harvest?  
Remember   to  
label   your  
answer.   
 
If   the   2,752   farms  
had   an   equal  
amount   of   areas,  
how   many   would  
each   farm   have  
out   of   1.3   million  
acres?  
Remember   to  
label   your  
answer.  
(Remember   you  
can   annex   zeros)  

in   the   United  
States?   
According   to   the  
Arkansas   Farm  
Bureau   website,  
“Each   year  
Arkansas   farmers  
plant    an   average  
of    1.3   million  
acres   of   rice    &  
harvest   over   200  
million   bushels    of  
rice   from    2,752  
farms.”   
 
Based   on   the  
information   you  
learned   on   Days  
32-34,   why   do  
you   think  
Arkansas   is   so  
good   for   growing  
rice?   
 
Restate   the  
question   in   your  
answer.  

two   weeks.   
 
At   the   end   of   the  
first   week   of  
observing   your  
plants   decide   if  
there   is   anything  
you   should   do  
differently   to   help  
the   seeds   grow.  
Write   your   ideas  
on   your   chart.  

 


